AU | BILL GROVES, JD, APPOINTED CHANCELLOR OF ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY

William R. Groves, JD, who has served as Interim Chancellor of Antioch University since April 2016, has been named to the position on a permanent basis. As Chancellor, Groves is President and CEO of the University. Groves was formally appointed as the Chancellor during the Antioch Board of Governors quarterly meeting held in Keene, New Hampshire on October 27 and 28, 2017.

Read more here.

AUNE | DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY AND COUNSELING PROGRAM DIRECTOR RECEIVES ADTA AWARD

AUNE’s DMT Program Director, Christina Devereaux received the 2017 ADTA President’s Award along with David Alan Harris from ADTA President, Jody Wager at the national conference in San Antonio, TX. The award was given for their work as co-editors of the American Journal of Dance Therapy and the 50th Anniversary Special Edition, the largest issue in the history of the journal.

AUNE | ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES FACULTY AWARDED GRANT FOR CONSERVATION BIOLOGY RESEARCH

Rachel Thiet and her collaborators at Cape Cod National Seashore have been awarded a grant for $151,471 from the National Park Service for a project titled, Assessing the benthic community in a partially restored lagoon to improve management decision-making. The grant will allow Rachel to continue her ongoing ecological assessment of benthic and epi-benthic invertebrate recovery in East Harbor back-barrier salt marsh lagoon. She has been documenting invertebrate and biogeochemical responses to tidal restoration for the past 14 years.

Read more here.
AUNE | BUSINESS CO-FOUNDED BY MBA IN SUSTAINABILITY ALUMNUS RECEIVES NHBSR AWARD

7th Settlement Brewery was chosen as the winner in the small business workplace category at New Hampshire Businesses for Social Responsibility’s 2017 Sustainability Slam. Dave Boyton, MBA ’11, is Co-Founder and General Manager of 7th Settlement Brewery in Dover, NH.

The Sustainability Slam is part of NHBSR’s Just One Thing campaign. Designed to recognize businesses and organizations for their environmental, community and workplace initiatives, while encouraging more businesses to get involved.

Learn more here.

AUNE | CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY FACULTY STEPS UP TO BECOME AN APA EDITOR

Kathi A. Borden, Professor of Clinical Psychology, has been selected as the next Editor of the journal, Professional Psychology: Research and Practice. Her six-year term begins with her serving as Incoming Editor beginning on January 1st, 2018. The bimonthly journal is a publication of the American Psychological Association, and focuses on empirical and theoretical work with valuable implications for practitioners. Interested parties can send manuscripts to PPRP for consideration, and psychologists interested in reviewing for the journal can contact Professor Borden at kborden@antioch.edu.

GSCL | ALUMNUS DR. CHIP ESPINOZA NAMED ALUM OF THE YEAR

Author, Speaker, Consultant, and Academic Director for Organizational Psychology and Nonprofit Leadership at Concordia University, Dr. Chip Espinoza, was named the 2017 Alum of the Year at Vanguard University of Southern California. Dr. Espinoza is a seasoned speaker and will be presenting at the Singularity University Master and Robots Conference in Warsaw, Poland this fall.
AUNE | MBA IN SUSTAINABILITY STUDENT SELECTED AS MEMBER OF THE 2018 ENERGY SCHOLAR CLASS

Michelle Davis, MBA ’18, was selected as a member of the 2018 Energy Scholar Class by OneEnergy Renewables, an independent developer of utility-scale solar energy projects in Seattle and 3Degrees, a company headquartered in San Francisco that connects people with cleaner energy on a massive scale. In collaboration with Net Impact, a leading nonprofit empowering emerging leaders to challenge and orient business toward the greater good, the two companies combine networks and resources to provide significant career development to Energy Scholar Award recipients.

Read more about Michelle & the Energy Scholars Program here.

GSLC | ALUMNA DR. FROSWA BOOKER-DREW NAMED WHO’S WHO IN BLACK DALLAS

Michelle Davis, MBA ’18, was selected as a member of the 2018 Energy Scholar Class by Author, Founder of Soulstice Consultancy, and Director of Community Affairs and Strategic Alliances for the State Fair of Texas, Dr. Froswa Booker-Drew, has been inducted as a member of the 2017 Who’s Who in Black Dallas. Dr. Booker-Drew is a regular contributor to articles focused on social capital, relational leadership and change management. Most recently she has been featured on Ozy.com and MBA World, an online community uniting the world’s MBA’s to network globally.

Learn more here.

AUNE | FACULTY AND STUDENTS HIGHLIGHT THE IMPORTANCE OF MENTORING IN GRADUATE SCHOOL

The annual New England Psychological Association Conference (NEPA) took place on Saturday, October 21st, and Professors Lorraine Mangione and Kathi Borden, and fifth year students Jessica Baroni, Leah Levy, and Anna Potter presented on Mentoring in Students’ Own Words: How it Happens and Why it is Important. This work was based on a national survey conducted by Drs. Mangione and Borden, Dr. Kate Evarts, PsyD. ’17, and two colleagues from the University of Denver, which will appear in an article in an upcoming issue of Training and Education in Professional Psychology.

Read more here.

AUNE | LIBRARY & WRITING CENTER BOOTCAMP

The AUNE Library & Writing Center held its first Research & Writing Bootcamp on October 29, 2017. The event was held in the AUNE Library and a virtual classroom, and consisted of short workshops on a variety of topics, interspersed with dedicated research and writing time, with staff from the Library and Writing Center on-hand to assist.
JANE PAUL SPEAKS ON ART AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE PANEL

Jane Paul, Director of the Bachelor of Arts Urban Studies Concentration, Teaching Faculty in the MA in Urban Sustainability Program, and Co-Chair of the Bridge Program Council, recently spoke on a panel at Casa 0101 Theatre on art and environmental justice. The panel was a follow up to the play An Enemy of the Pueblo at the Casa 0101 theatre in Boyle. The panel discussed the value of theater in raising awareness and building power in the fight for public health and justice.

*Enemy of the Pueblo* is a modern adaptation of Henrik Ibsen’s *An Enemy of the People*. Written by Josefina Lopez author of *Real Women Have Curves*, it is about a shaman woman in the border town of Milagros who warns the people about the poisoning of their water, only to be ostracized for revealing local corruption and an economic crisis.

Other panelists included Stephen Mejia-Carranza, Policy and Advocacy Manager for Friends of the LA River; Paula L Cizmar, Playwright and faculty in the USC School of Dramatic Arts; and Corky Dominguez, Director at Casa 0101.

LGBT SPECIALIZATION FACULTY, STUDENTS, AND ALUMNI PRESENT AT EDGY CONFERENCE

Faculty, students and alumni from the LGBT Specialization Of The MA In Clinical Psychology Program presented a workshop at the Edgy (Embracing Diversity of GLBT Youth) Conference on Friday, October 27, 2017 at the Skirball Cultural Center. The workshop, entitled Becoming an LGBTQIA-Affirmative Therapist: Why Simply Being Friendly Isn’t Enough? was moderated by Cadyn Cathers, MA, Interim Co-Director of the LGBT Specialization. The Edgy Conference strives to create a supportive environment for GLBTQ youth and families through initiatives, education, and enlightenment.

“Becoming an LGBTQIA Affirmative therapist takes education, training, and self-exploration,” said Cathers. “Although empathy is healing, this isn’t ‘good enough’ to help LGBTQIA clients work through the minority stressors that come with growing up in a homophobic, biphobic, and transphobic world.”

Antioch University Seattle Celebrates New Campus with Ribbon-Cutting

A ribbon-cutting ceremony on Sept. 27 at AUS drew a crowd of more than 100 students, faculty, alumni, and members of the community, as they gathered together to celebrate Antioch’s move to a beautiful new campus.

Guests enjoyed remarks from AUS’ Provost Benjamin Pryor, University Chancellor Bill Groves, and Steve Crandall, who serves on the University Board of Governors.

Crandall praised Antioch for its commitment to social justice. “Today, more than ever, we need value-driven organizations like Antioch University that model compassion, commitment, and community involvement.” He shared personal reflections on how Antioch has impacted him and people he’s known, “At Antioch, we believe in people no one else does and those people go on to do great things,” he said.

Read more [here](#).

Read more [here](#).
**AUSB | UPCOMING SYMPOSIUM: “COLLABORATION IN INCLUSIVE ENVIRONMENTS: MEETING THE NEEDS OF STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES IN GENERAL EDUCATION”**

AU and Santa Barbara County SELPA will present a special symposium on inclusive environments for students with disabilities on Saturday, December 9, 2017. Registration is free and 1 CEU is available for $25. Special guests Dr. Wendy Murawaki and Dr. Jarice Butterfield will lead workshops that will provide participants with the knowledge and skills on how to effectively collaborate to meet the needs of students in special education in the general education classroom. This symposium is ideal for: general education teachers, special education teachers, teacher candidates, students in teaching/education programs, parents, school psychologists, and school administrators. Symposium attendees will receive: Workshops with expert guest speakers, free breakfast and lunch, as well as a free resource book by the speaker.

For info and registration go [here](#).

**AULA | POET VICTORIA CHANG JOINS ANTIOCH MFA IN CREATIVE WRITING FACULTY**

The Creative Writing Department of AULA is proud to announce that poet Victoria Chang has joined the faculty as Interim MFA Teaching Faculty. Ms. Chang is the recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship in Poetry, a PEN Center USA Literary Award, a California Book Award, and many other literary distinctions.

She is the author of four published volumes of poetry, including *Circle* (Southern Illinois University Press), *Salvinia Molesta* (University of Georgia Press), *The Boss* (McSweeney’s), and *Barbie Chang* (forthcoming from Copper Canyon Press). She has also published a children’s picture book, *Is Mommy?* (Simon & Schuster) and in 2004 edited *Asian American Poets: The Next Generation* (University of Illinois Press). Her individual poems have appeared in numerous magazines, including *American Poetry Review*, *Tin House*, *Poetry*, and many other respected journals.

“Antioch is fortunate to add to our faculty a writer whose life and work align perfectly with our mission—and who also happens to be one of the best poets in the United States,” said Steve Heller, MFA, EdD, Chair of the MFA in Creative Writing program.

Read more [here](#).

**AUNE | CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH INNOVATION HARD AT WORK IMPROVING REGION’S HEALTH**

The Center for Behavioral Health Innovation (BHI) works shoulder-to-shoulder with community partners to improve behavioral health practice and outcomes. BHI recently received several contracts to evaluate and improve New Hampshire-based projects. BHI current employs six staff (including two PsyD alums) and 12 students on its projects. This year, BHI also has the honor of hosting a Fulbright Scholar – Dr. Tim Carey – from Australia.

Learn more [here](#).
AULA | BRIDGE PROGRAM FEATURED IN THE CLEMENTE QUARTERLY

The Bridge Program’s Service Learning Class (BSL) and Bridge faculty member Rosa Garza-Mourino were featured in The Clemente Quarterly, a national newsletter for those interested in free education in the humanities. Created by Garza-Mourino in 2011, the Service Learning Course gets students out of the classroom and into the neighborhoods providing an opportunity to connect classroom learning with learning directly within communities. When integrated with the humanities and writing curriculum in Bridge, the Service Learning Course is a tailored educational experience designed to allow students to work with and learn from community members.

“In BSL we ask critical questions about how to engage in the community,” Garza-Mourino says. “What does it mean to be inside? To be outside? How can we respectfully and ethically approach a community that is not necessarily our own and learn from them? How and why do we serve others?”

BSL students meet for two hours on Saturday mornings in addition to their twice-weekly Bridge classes and have the opportunity to earn additional college credit for the experience. The class meets in the streets of Little Tokyo and in South Los Angeles.

Read the interview with Rosa Garza-Mourino and learn more about the Bridge Program’s Service Learning Course here.

AUNE | ANTIOCH’S OUTDOOR CLASSROOM BUILT ON AU FORESTED PROPERTY IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

The faculty and students in the Environmental Studies department have expanded the opportunities for outdoor learning by building a Pavilion at Glover’s Ledge, one of two AU’s forested properties in NH. A pavilion raising was held on October 23, 2017, which included Antioch students, faculty and alums. A gathering to celebrate this accomplishment will be held in April.

The Glover’s Ledge team also held a Bridge Building Workshop in September on the property. Antioch students worked with a local contractor to build a bridge over a recently removed culvert, resulting in a natural flowing stream that is no longer a barrier to wildlife.

Learn more about Glover’s Ledge here.

AUNE | CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT POSTER ADDRESSING INPATIENT ASSESSMENT AT MPA CONFERENCE

PsyD student, Katie Gorman, presented a poster at the annual Massachusetts Psychologist Association’s annual conference (ON EDGE: Managing Stress in Our Clients, Communities, and Ourselves), held on November 4. The title of her poster was Cognitive Screening in Public Inpatient Psychiatry: MoCA Criterion Validity. Anthony Giuliano, PhD from the Worcester Recovery Center and Hospital was the co-author. This is work that Katie did while on practicum at this state-of-the-art inpatient facility.
Chinese Consuls Ren Zhifang and Wu Yibo were AUSB’s special guests for a lecture titled *The Future of US-China Relationships* held at AUSB on November 3, 2017. Hosted as part of the university’s MBA program monthly lecture series on global economics and business, the lecture delivered insight into the size and scope of the economic partnership, exploring how each is a powerful member of a global economy.

“The US and China are becoming increasingly interconnected,” said AUSB’s MBA chair, Anna Kwong. “We are honored to have the Consuls from China and local economic experts under the same roof to discuss openly and objectively about the alliance and conflicts between our two countries. I teach my students the importance of open dialogue when building foreign relations in business.”

“China-US trade is not a zero-sum game,” commented Consul Ren. “We are partners.”

China is the United States’ largest trading partner, a relationship valued at $580 billion in 2016, and the third largest export market after Canada and Mexico. Relations between the US and China have evolved in recent years from hostile stand-offs to a complex mix of trade partnership and intensifying rivalry.

For more go [here](#).

---

**AUNE | COMMUNITY GARDEN CONNECTIONS (CGC) RECEIVES FUNDING**

AUNE’s Community Garden Connections received additional funding to support educational efforts that address issues of food justice, build community resilience and capacity to grow food, particularly in light of climate change impacts. The funding supports graduate student assistantships, research, conference attendance, internships and community-based garden education.

Community Garden Connections (CGC) serves to build local capacity to grow food, and addresses food insecurity related to climate change, personal and communal health, and resiliency. CGC supports the installation and cooperative maintenance of gardens in partnership with local service agencies, students and community members. It also provides educational outreach.

Learn more [here](#).

---

**AUNE | CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY FACULTY TED ELLENHORN NAMED TO ABPP BOARD**

PsyD faculty, Ted Ellenhorn, PhD, ABPP, has been appointed to the Board of Directors of the American Board and Academy of Psychoanalysis, Specialty Board of American Board Professional Psychology. The American Board of Professional Psychology (ABPP) certifies psychologists who deliver high-quality services in specialty areas of psychology.
AUNE | ABA TRAINING WORKSHOP A SUCCESS

On November 10th, AUNE’s Applied Psychology Department/Applied Behavior Analysis Program, headed by Program Director Dr. Rachel Enoch, partnered with Dennis Bradley at Crotched Mountain Rehabilitation’s Ready, Set, Connect! Autism Treatment Center to co-sponsor a PEAK Relational Training System workshop with Dr. Mark R. Dixon, BCBA-D in Manchester, NH.

More than 125 participants from across New England joined together in the six-hour “Day One Workshop” to learn assessment tools for language and cognitive skills for children with autism. Dr. Dixon is a Professor and Coordinator of the Behavior Analysis and Therapy Program at Southern Illinois University. Dr. Dixon has published 8 books, over 150 peer-reviewed journal articles, and delivered over 500 presentations nationally and internationally. AUNE was honored to have him present at an AUNE event.

For more information on the event, go here.

GSLC | ALUMNA SUPPORTING INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT AND COLLABORATION IN AFRICA

Dr. Shelley Chapman was recently appointed Consultant for Leadership Development and Theological Education for Africa by World Gospel Mission (WGM). After completing two years as Academic Dean of West Africa Theological Seminary (a school of 700 students) in Lagos, Nigeria, she relocated to Nairobi, Kenya, her new home base, from which she will travel to do consulting and part-time teaching of leadership studies at universities and seminaries throughout the continent.

Of particular note is a new initiative she developed in collaboration with WGM, the Leadership Development for Africa Program, which provides scholarships and mentoring for emerging African leaders (especially for women) in the professions.

AUS | DR. HREPICH’S RESEARCH AT INTERNATIONAL BOARD ON BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE CONFERENCE

From October 20-22, 2017, Dr. Jeana M. Hrepich displayed a research poster, Cultural Preservation & Asian Indian Children’s Literature at the International Board on Books for Young People regional conference in Seattle.

Her research documents Asian Indian children’s literature by and about Asian Indian culture, and focuses on preservation of cultural significance. This work was instigated by Kalpana M. Iyengar and Howard L. Smith’s question in a recent call for papers for the South Asian Review, “How do [children] construct their bicultural identities within the various spaces where they live?”

Read more here.
AUM | COMMUNITY PRESENTATIONS BY AUM’S SENIOR PROJECT STUDENTS

AUM’s Senior Project course is intended to reflect on an undergraduate’s academic experience at Antioch University and restate the core learning objectives as may be applied to their life, ambitions, and goals. Each graduate is required to deliver a presentation to the community addressing what their Antioch University degree means and how they plan to employ it. Serving as a platform to express the true spirit of an Antiochian, AUM graduates have delivered their presentations to audiences of family and friends, civic and business leaders, interested community members, and AUM staff and faculty.

Learn more here.

AUM | GRANT RESEARCH CLASS PRESENTS GRANT TO TV STATION

The Humans Services Systems and Grant Resources class had the opportunity to award and present a $500 Grant to Key Vision TV, television programming for Clark County jail inmates aimed at promoting change while providing further tools to reach positive goals during incarceration, and after their release.

Read more here.

AUSB | NEW HR/PAYROLL ASSOCIATE MARCUS MCMILLAN

Marcus McMillan began his appointment as the Human Resources/Payroll Associate at AUSB on November 13. Marcus comes to Antioch with over seven years of experience in various aspects of human resources management, payroll processing and administration, finance, and worker’s compensation claims management. His expertise also includes development of return to work programs, coaching and development, retirement plan administration, health and welfare benefits, workplace investigations, records management, human resources policies development and legal compliance.

He was previously employed by the Birnam Wood Golf Club in Santa Barbara, which is a private country club in Montecito, CA. He is also a member of the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) and is Studying for Society for Human Resources Management Certified Professional exam.

AUNE | CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY FACULTY COLLABORATES ON CHAPTER IN BOOK

Professor Lorraine Mangione has co-authored a chapter, *Who is Springsteen to his Women Fans?*, in *Bruce Springsteen and Popular Music – Rhetoric, Social Consciousness, and Contemporary Culture*, edited by William I. Wolff and published by Routledge, 2017. This is a chapter on which Lorraine collaborated with Dr. Donna Luff, a sociologist from Children’s Hospital in Boston.

Learn more here.
AUNE | ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES FACULTY COLLABORATION

Environmental Studies faculty, Dr. Jimmy Karlan, Director of Science Teacher Certification, and Dr. Rachel Thiet, Director of Conservation Biology, collaborated on an article published this November in The American Biology Teacher called: Sabotaging Presentations to Generate Fundamental Questions and Integrate Theory and Practice.

For more information go here.

AUNE | FACULTY BOOK PUBLISHED ON RELATIONSHIP, TRAUMA, AND ATTACHMENT

AUNE Professor Martha Straus’ most recent book, Treating Trauma in Adolescents: Development, Attachment, and the Therapeutic Relationship, was published in January 2017 (Guilford). The book presents an innovative and empathic approach to working with traumatized teens and offers strategies for getting through to high-risk adolescents building a strong attachment relationship that can help get development back on track. Straus draws on extensive clinical experience as well as cutting-edge research on attachment, developmental trauma, and interpersonal neurobiology.

Read more here.

AUS | FRED LANDERS BOOK REVIEW PUBLISHED IN DRAMA THERAPY REVIEW

AUS’s Fred Landers, core faculty member and coordinator of the Drama Therapy program, recently had a book review published in the Drama Therapy Review. Landers reviewed Routledge International Handbook of Dramatherapy by Sue Jennings and Clive Holmwood. Landers notes that the handbook is “destined to be a valuable resource for students, professionals, and those who are curious about the field of dramatherapy.”

Throughout his review, Landers uses drama therapist Warren Nebe’s metaphor of the glass jar in our lives. A moth who emerges from a cocoon in a glass jar cannot fully grow its wings because it is limited by the fixed space of the jar. Similarly, we are often locked into certain patterns of behavior and ways of being due to the determined nature (glass jars) in our lives.

“This handbook is important because it inspires us in our work of transforming glass jars, be they personal identities, cultural spaces or structures in a drama therapy session, altering the jars’ dimensions and contours to support the process of becoming,” Landers writes.

To read the full review go here.
We have reached the next phase of preparations for our Spring 2018 Comprehensive Review by the Higher Learning Commission (HLC), our regional accrediting body. Our Criterion Teams – comprised of faculty, provosts, and administrators – have wrapped up their intensive fall work sessions crafting key messages and supporting evidence for our Year Four report to the HLC. The results were presented to the Steering Committee. Next we move to analyze and distill faculty, employee, student, and alumni survey results for inclusion in the draft report, called the “Assurance Argument”.

As a reminder, the Antioch University Community will have additional chances to contribute throughout the fall and early winter.

Community-wide Participation Needed!

There are multiple pathways for input by community members in this important process:

Comment on the draft of the Assurance Argument (January)

Answer the call for vibrant samples of student and faculty scholarship, projects, initiatives, and programs that exemplify Antioch engagement in teaching, learning, and serving local, regional, national, and global communities (Throughout the fall and early winter)

Continue to check Common Thread for updates about our accreditation activities. Please contact Leatrice Oram, University Director for Accreditation and Academic Compliance (loram@antioch.edu) with any questions about the process or how you can contribute.

### Antioch University Comprehensive HLC Review 2017-2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>June</th>
<th>July</th>
<th>August</th>
<th>September</th>
<th>October</th>
<th>November</th>
<th>December</th>
<th>January</th>
<th>February</th>
<th>March</th>
<th>April</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>June</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steering Committee &amp; Criterion Teams review</strong></td>
<td><strong>Steering Committee and Criterion Teams identify core messages and evidence</strong></td>
<td><strong>Review of first draft of Assurance Argument by AU Community</strong></td>
<td><strong>Final draft of Assurance Argument to UAC, ULC, and then BoG</strong></td>
<td><strong>Submit Assurance Argument to HLC and HLC survey of AU Community</strong></td>
<td><strong>HLC Peer Review of Assurance Argument</strong></td>
<td><strong>HLC Peer Review Team to Yellow Springs and to selected campuses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>University Office of Academic Affairs engages key individuals and groups in feedback sessions regarding how AU meets or exceeds criteria</strong></td>
<td><strong>University Office of Academic Affairs surveys students, faculty, staff and alumni</strong></td>
<td><strong>Messages and evidence collected for first draft of Assurance Argument</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Board of Governors participates in accreditation review activities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2017-2018 HLC Comprehensive Review Steering Committee Members

- Leatrice Oram (chair)
- Laurien Alexandre (C2 lead)
- Barb Andrews (at large)
- Cyndi Cain Fitzgerald (C5 co-lead)
- Marian Glancy (C3 co-lead)
- Allan Gozum (C5 co-lead)
- Mark Hower (C1 lead)
- Tom Julius (C4 co-lead)
- Barbara Lipinski (C5 member)
- Ben Pryor (C3 co-lead)
- Andrea Richards (C4 co-lead)
- Iris Weisman (at large)
Academic Technology is pleased to share the **Resource Guide for Teaching & Learning with Technology**. The guide is designed to promote high quality learning environments using technology. Faculty will find support, academic references, and practical guidance for fostering effective educational experiences.

Explore the Resource Guide learning pathways’ rich collections of relevant resources fostering self-inquiry, exploration, and reflection:

- **Faculty Orientation Pathway**: An overview of the academic technology tools and services available at Antioch University
- **Course Essentials Pathway**: Essential elements of Antioch learning environments, and ideas of incorporating them across teaching modalities
- **Class Tech Pathway**: Ideas and considerations for using technology in your physical and virtual classrooms

After exploring the pathways take some time to learn about how you can collaborate with the Academic Technology team.

- **Academic Technology Services**
- **Course Development: Responsibilities for Planning & Implementing Technology in Courses**

Whether you are teaching online, face-to-face, or somewhere in between, you will find something useful in the **Resource Guide for Teaching & Learning with Technology**.

For more go [here](#).